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"Socialism-no private property, no free exchange,
profit and loss svstem-gains because there is
so little pcrsuasive opposition to it. Mi11ions who
temperamcnta11y lean away from socialism as a
theory fail to stand consistentlv against it in prac·
ticc. They arc for free enterprise, but! Tot understanding, or living by, or being able to explain the
principles of the market, the,· limit themselves to
sputtering and fuming against the effects of socialism and, thus, attract no one awa~' from socialism
and toward freedom. Such conduct deafens ears
and closes eyes to their ministrations; socialism
grows by default! ...
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"Let cach individual who would effectively com·
bat socialism become an accomplished thinker,
talker, even writer, of the freedom philosophy
himsclf. The role of FEE's staff is to aid those
who arc looking to their own improvement, that
is, to do the researcll, to develop the rationale, to
select and publish the finest material on freedom
that can be found, to lecture and conduct semi·
nars, and to make these aids available to anyone
who expresses a desire to cope with the socialistic
menace....
"The Foundation is an institution dedicated to
explaining the basic principles which underlie
willing as opposed to unwilling exchange, to the
proposition that individual choice, expressed in a
free market, is essential to libertl· and is the source
of economic progress. Explaining the nature, the
function, and the manner in which government
should be limited is a necessary preface to understanding freedom of choice and, therefore, is a
primar\' Foundation purpose."
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